
Bioscalar Energy: The Healing Power 
© Valerie Hunt  
We have had many requests to (re)post this article written by Dr. Hunt in 2000. It is 
followed by an excerpt from her book Mind Mastery Meditations in which she first 
described how to create a scalar wave. 
Most leaders in the healing arts accept that all mass including the body is composed of 
atoms which operate electrically and that organized electromagnetic energy called fields is 
involved in all healing. Certainly I have contributed to these facts with my research 
describing the science of the mind-field reported in Infinite Mind and Mind Mastery 
Meditations books. But I had lingering questions about how an electromagnetic field with 
frequency patterns directly and instantaneously effects dense tissue like cells, organs and 
systems. 
Most of us have accepted elaborate deductions of how this happened. I believe when the 
field patterns become more ideal (healthy) the bodily tissue follows. Such thinking has led 
us to believe that the human mind with consciousness is master of the body and its 
behaviors. 
Somehow I rejected complex enfolded answers as to what is the power that creates the 
healing. My higher wisdom told me that the source of information I sought was simple, 
straightforward and profoundly encompassing. On a broader level I even entertained the 
idea presented by some physicists that there was another undiscovered energy that would 
be found to explain the mystical happenings of remote viewing, distance healing, 
teleportation and the powerful acts of the yogi masters who resist crushing forces. 
Invariably I sensed that the unknown energy I was seeking was related to the 
electromagnetic field that I had researched but that somehow it was different; it had new 
dimensions and properties. Woven into the philosophies of ancient cultures and religions, 
are forces called chi, psi, and life force. While I did not reject such beliefs, as a scientist I 
was looking for energy with power that carried tangible effects and could be created in 
and outside the body to fuse biological information with para-psychological knowing. 
Along this line my first new insights came while I observed, even participated, with some 
outstanding psychic surgeons. I was not interested in whether they removed bodily tissue 
or cured symptoms. I was only interested in did they open the body without pain and 
bleeding and close it up without leaving scars. During my work with them I put my fingers 
into their incisions and felt the intestines and periosteum of the person (familiar from my 
long experience teaching anatomy using cadavers). In one instance the psychic surgeon 
pushed unrolled gauze into an incision to absorb the contaminations . Before he closed 
the incision I took hold of the gauze and pulled it to one side. To my wonderment the skin 
and incision moved to that side. Only then was I convinced he had opened the body but I 
didn t know how.  
Later came an amazing discovery. These men did not radiate electromagnetic energy 
through their auric field like healers do. The psychic surgeon s bodies were like inert posts. 
Such was so strange that I had believed that I had lost my sensitivity to electromagnetism 
under the amazement that they had opened the body so easily. At that moment a world-
renown animal psychic and healer, Samantha Khury, entered our small circle radiating her 



strong electromagnetic field. It was then that I recognized the energy created by the 
psychic surgeons was different from that created by good healers. What the energy was 
and how they created it was still a mystery for me. 
Weeks later my persistent questions and growing impressions fused. I realized that the 
psychic surgeons did not emanate an electromagnetic wave action. Somehow they did 
their dramatic work with a strong, huge but more passive energy. It was then that I 
remembered my contact with Tom Beardon and Eldon Byrd some 15 years ago at 
Psychotronics meetings. They lectured and wrote about scalar energy. Even then I 
grasped the importance of this information but I could not relate that energy to 
electromagnetism, my field of study.  
Before I share with you my excitement and personal discovery of Bioscalar Energy, the 
conscious ways to create it and its clinical results here is a brief summary about scalar 
energy. The term scalar was used by Nikola Tesla at the end of the last century as a part 
of powerful non-Hertzian energy (without frequencies) which he referred to as cosmic 
waves. Einstein gave reference to the scalar energies in the 1920 s. Yet even today 
modern physics textbooks and scholarly publications do not mention scalar energies. This 
is understandable. The electromagnetism that we know so much about has frequencies, 
wave action and motion that we can measure. Scalar energy is described to have zero 
frequencies, to be static, a stationary energy which therefore cannot be evaluated by our 
current frequency instruments. We do know how to create this energy but only its effects 
tell us that it exists in space and has power. 
During the Cold War Tom Beardon and Eldon Byrd, visionary and somewhat rebel 
physicists-engineers, discovered the Russian development of scalar standing energy and 
how it could be transported as a powerful weapon. This energy was created from high 
voltage generators. (Fortunately for the world it was never used destructively). 
Andrija Puharich, physicist, researching in Germany, developed a miniature milli-volt 
scalar generator. The ELF Co. of the USA refined his scalar module placing it in a Teslar 
wristwatch that created a standing energy to protect the wearer from destructive 
environmental radiation. 
What is Scalar Energy  
The literature states that the scalar is created when two common electromagnetic waves 
come together from two different converging vectors or angles; where the energy vectors 
meet the equal frequencies cancel each other leaving a standing or stationary energy. The 
space the scalar occupies is not a vacuum but alive with checked and balanced energies. 
The literature describes that it can be created by electromagnetic generators or naturally 
when similar frequency waves in the environment meet from two different vectors. 
Therefore, small random scalar energies are always present in the environment. 
I have discovered that when the Mind-Field is consciously focused, intent can direct 
electromagnetic frequencies to enter the body at opposite ends of a straight angle or line, 
i.e. front to back, up to down, right to left, placing scalar energy in the trunk, head and 
legs. I believe that the bioscalar is the sustained energy for healing that all successful 
healers create and direct. In the same way each of us can create the powerful resting 
bioscalar energy and by thought we can direct it to bodily areas and give it instruction to: 
eliminate pain, heal traumatized tissue, destroy disease and eliminate tumor growths. 



Certainly this is not a new thought to the healing arts, however the mechanism by which 
the mind creates and directs this energy is new and scientifically verifiable. 
Beardon believed that the scalar energy resided in the nucleus of the atom. How 
profound! If this is true, the bioscalar energy is deeper than cells, molecules, genes, and 
the DNA. It is a source energy that directly influences all tissue. Beardon further states 
that the scalar energy is a repository for information. Probably when human thought and 
intent make major changes in bodily tissue it occurs by creating and informing the scalar 
energy at the most microscopic level  the nucleus of the atom. 
After the energy starts pooling at the center of your body , this is where your intent takes 
over. Now consciously direct the energy to a location with information as to what it is to 
accomplish, such as: remove pain, clear trauma, destroy disease, rebuild degenerated 
tissue and absorb growths. You may change vectors to another plane. Depending on the 
severity of the health problem this procedure should be continued for 10 minutes to 
several hours. 
When healing another person it is best to increase and stabilize your own electromagnetic 
field first, followed by visualizing or hands-on treatment using the same procedure as 
creating a scalar in yourself. It is better to create the scalar for another person while 
exhaling. Many excellent healers create this bioscalar energy automatically without 
awareness or realization that they have manipulated the structure of electromagnetic 
waves. 
The scalar energy will increase in size up to a certain point if you continue creating it. 
When the internal pressure increases, the surface tension will lessen and the energy will 
expand in bodily tissue. Your intent can also start the expansion which continues until the 
energy is dissipated and returned to electromagnetism. You cannot store scalar energy 
indefinitely. If you need it you must re-create it. During the expansion phase the energy 
spreads out over molecules, cells, organs and systems. This is when healing takes place. 
Remember that the scalar energy is force by expansion. The human mind instructs it in its 
direction and its focus.  
How Does the Scalar Heal? 
1) Improving circulation. 
Research in 1950 at the Max Planck Institute in Germany found that when a mechanically 
created scalar wave was introduced into a petrie dish containing living cells, the cells 
separated, lost their clumping and became more active within the fluid medium. This is a 
significant finding. All disease, injury or degeneration is accompanied by swelling and 
stasis in blood and lymphatic circulation. The body s healing substances are then 
immobilized. Apparently the expansion aspect of the scalar energy improves circulation by 
removing the pressures. We have found that the scalar energy remarkably reduces 
swelling. I doubt that this occurs from ionization of fluids because the zero-frequency of 
the scalar is not ionized. 
2) Improving chemistry. 
Puharich found improvement in the immune and endocrine systems from in vitro study of 
scalars. Rein did extensive biological studies using the Teslar watch. Lymphocytes exposed 



to the Teslar watch scalars increased proliferation by 75% compared to the same watch 
without a scalar coil. Using other scalar generators he discovered a modulation of basic 
biochemical communication between nerve cells. Byrd also showed scalar energy 
increased the strength of low-level EEG frequencies. Rein found individual differences in 
biological responses to both electromagnetic fields and scalar energy. Our research has 
shown that the individual s signature pattern of the electromagnetic field, probably the 
coherency of the individual s field, predicts the responsiveness to both energies. 
Furthermore, Rein questioned how much effect on biotissue could be uniquely attributed 
to the scalar wave since it exists in a larger electromagnetic field. 
Clinical Evidence of Bioscalar Healing. 
My students and I have used the bioscalar in healing for about 3 years. We have not 
encountered any illness, injury or surgery that the scalar energy did not help. The speed 
and completeness of recovery is outstanding.  
Injury 
Traumatic injuries, fractures, dislocations, subluxations, and bone spurs have been 
completely healed in approximately one quarter of the average time. With one person 
pulverized fractures, where bone setting was impossible, re-grew down normal pathways 
in five months.  
Acute pain ordinarily only relieved by codeine or morphine became tolerable with across-
the-counter analgesics.  
Medical Conditions. 
The anticipated time for surgery was considerably shortened. Bleeding was minimized with 
low hemoglobin patients. Recovery seemed to be much faster and more complete. 
Healing of hyperactive nervous disturbances like skin rashes or shingles were cured or 
shortened to days not weeks. More serious hyperactive diseases like scleroderma were 
greatly improved. 
The debility and course of action of viruses and bacteria was shortened. During congestive 
pneumonia there was rapid improvement of breathing without the introduction of oxygen. 
Cancer patients reported improved tolerance to chemotherapy. 
A degenerative liver condition following hepatitis C was greatly improved. 
Cellular degeneration was eliminated with one patient, another improved through standing 
and walking. 
A patient with a massive stroke with poor prognosis continues to improve. 
Scalar energy was particularly effective with ill domestic animals. 



Releasing Emotion. 
Healers report more incidences of release of tissue held emotions when they activate the 
bioscalar. 
Two patients who learned to create their own scalar energy reported breaking a long drug 
adduction without withdrawal symptoms. 
Conclusions. 
Clinical results from our treating some common medical problems show that a 
combination of ordinary electromagnetic fields with bioscalar energy causes the fastest 
and most complete healing. The bioscalar energy adds the unique qualities of strength and 
sustaining power for enduring changes. 
The discovery of the bioscalar energy has many other pluses. It lets us know again the 
magnificence of the human mind to direct our destiny, to use our consciousness to create 
this powerful energy for healing self and others. It strengthens our security with 
independence from drugs Its only side effects are the improvement of health. 
My laboratory will explore the role of bioscalar energy in distance healing, remote viewing, 
telepathic communication and the feats of the masters to create inhuman forces . 
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Scalar Wave Energy   



Pranic energy is an electromagnetic wave energy just like the electricity in your home, it has 
frequencies and moves in a wave form. In it s natural state it is white and when it enters the 
physical body through the etheric body and chakra system it is refracted into it s component 
colours, just like light going through a prism, and then used by the chakras and associated 
endocrine glands to sustain the body (see Part 1).   

Whereas prana has been known about for thousands of years we now have a new energy called 
Scalar Wave energy which was first talked about at the end of the nineteenth century.     

The literature states that the scalar energy is created when two common electromagnetic waves 
(such as Prana) come together from two opposite converging vectors (opposite directions). When 
the energy vectors meet, the equal frequencies cancel each other leaving a standing or stationary 
energy. The space the scalar occupies is not a vacuum but alive with checked and balanced 
energies. The literature describes that it can be created naturally when similar frequency 
electromagnetic waves in the environment, such as prana, meet from two different vectors. 
Therefore, small random scalar energies are always present in the environment.     

    

  Wave 1   Wave 2 (Opposite Direction)   

      ----------> () <----------   

Wave Meeting Point. Scalar Energy Formed Here.      

The term scalar was first used at the end of the nineteenth century by the eminent physicist 
Nicola Tesla where he referred to it as standing energy or cosmic waves. Einstein gave reference 
to the scalar energies in the 1920s. Yet even today modern physics textbooks and scholarly 
publications rarely mention scalar energies. This is understandable. The electromagnetism that 
we know so much about has frequencies, wave action and motion that we can measure. Scalar 
energy is described to have zero frequencies, to be static, a stationary energy that therefore 
cannot be evaluated by our current frequency instruments. We do know how to create this energy 



but only its effects tell us that it exists in space and has power.    

Bio-Scalar Energy   

What is Bio-scalar Energy? ( Term used by Dr. Valerie Hunt )   

As seen above, scalar energy has been known about for over one hundred years and there is an 
abundance of literature about it on the internet.    

Authors note   

Nevertheless, no one has thought of it as being present in living organisms let alone what it does 
in such organisms. Dr. Valerie hunt has spent a number of years working in this area  - she has 
coined the word  Bio-scalar to refer to scalar energy in living systems   

Electromagnetic energy is the most plentiful constant energy of our universe. It is a part of all 
structures living and dead, and the atmosphere. We create electromagnetic energies in the atoms 
of our living cells, which we enhance by the reaction with the atmospheric energy field. We 
know this expanded energy field as the human aura. Without this bio-field life would not exist 
and there would be only an inner biochemical mix. To summarize, the bioenergy field is 
composed of electrical and mechanical energy (frequencies). It comes from the body, passes 
through the body as waves of energy (frequencies). In its free form it is high in frequencies 
because its source is atoms. The neurological system is also electromagnetic but the source is 
neurons, not atoms, giving a much lower frequency spectrum. Whereas the nerve 
electromagnetism activates muscles, brain, heart and breathing with frequencies from 0 to 25 
(cycles per second), the human energy field from atoms is measured at about 500 (cycles per 
second) to the frequency of light. Recently another form of electromagnetism that is organized 
into a different pattern has been discovered. It is no longer a wave but is changed to a standing or 
stationary energy. In physics this is called a scalar wave. When it exists inside the body it is 
called a  bio-scalar wave. This scalar energy does not flow like waves but it does occupy space 
and increases in spatial mass. When the space it occupies is sufficient (this varies with people), 
the energy expands outward in circles of energy, like ripples in a pond. This energy expanding in 
circles directly influences the body s fluid systems, blood and lymphatic. Lab tests have 
indicated that red and white cells tend to stick together when there is illness, injury or poor 



health. According to the famous Max Planck Institute in Germany the scalar energy un-sticks the 
cells. Circulation is remarkably improved in lymphatic and blood systems to flow smoothly. 
Good flow of bodily fluid systems hastens healing. It is believed the creation of the bio-scalar 
wave is the essential electromagnetic healing phenomena of all healing procedures.   

ACCESSING THE IMMUNE SYSTEM BY SCALAR ENERGY   

Health is the ideal state of a constantly self-healing organism. Before disease or dysfunction 
settle into tissue the immune system, the body s first line of defense, with its protective 
hormones, enzymes and cells has become weakened. Yet regardless of the state of the immune 
system if the transportation of these vital substances to the tissue cells is blocked or inefficient 
the local tissue becomes sick. Sluggish, lymphatic circulation occurs when the body is unable to 
handle normal metabolic substances and particularly the tissue protein from viral, bacterial and 
cancer destruction.  

We sense such circulatory disturbances with local tightness and pain and we learn to place heat 
or cold on the areas to make them feel better. Our hands gravitate to the tender spots to rub softly 
or dig deeply into the tightness. We know that massage, manipulation, rhythmic exercises and 
body work assist our rapid healing.  

One doctor tells us that our immune system is not handling the problem and that we need drugs 
or injections to stimulate the weak system or extensive lab tests to find out the cause. Almost 
never do doctors try to evaluate the state of the lymphatic circulation as a primary or equal 
source of our body s poor immune response.  

The exquisite specificity of the chemical aspects of the immune system seem to have helped 
doctors to forget that the important transportation of immunity may be lagging. To reiterate, our 
earlier statement that before disease or dysfunction takes place the immune systems guards have 
been overcome. Also the flexible plasticity of a healthy body is lost, the result of disease or 
aging.  

During extensive research of hands-on-healers and psychic surgeons who effect deep tissue and 
open the body surfaces I (Dr. Hunt ) pondered many questions. How was it possible to part skin, 
nerves, blood vessels and connective tissue to open deeper tissues without trauma? And how is it 
possible to re-suture such a spontaneous incision without a scar, pain or break in tissue integrity? 
I intuitively sensed that somehow the energy used by psychic surgeons was different from that 
generated by average good hands-on-healers. As a researcher of energy fields I was less 
interested in the psychic surgeons cure rates than in how they opened the body. Their explanation 
fell upon my deaf psychic ears that there was no electromagnetic wave action, that somehow 
opening the body was accomplished in a more passive state. Serendipitously I recalled the static 
scalar, standing wave, a concept in physics still in its infancy. Here is a brief review (Prof. 
Valerie Hunt). 



The energy that we experience in our bodies is electromagnetic waves radiating from the atoms 
of all our tissue cells. When this energy radiates away from the originating atoms it has a life of 
its own as an organized electromagnetic field now available to interact with other atoms and 
fields. If such electromagnetic waves meet head on at 180 degrees with another wave of the same 
frequency a scalar wave is created. This means that the energy from the two like waves does not 
take another direction or even a different frequency. Instead it becomes an enfolded, thicker glob 
of the same energy or a standing scalar field. At first this scalar energy was believed to be a 
vacuum. Now it is known that it is a dynamic pile of non directional energy. It is known that all 
fields have surface bonds which keep fields relatively intact and not dissipating. Yet when the 
surface bond is weakened the field expands in all directions, smoothly.    

With this information in mind we experimented with creating the scalar wave inside the body. 
We discovered that when we released the surface tension by thought the scalar expanded rapidly 
in all directions. The scalar energy became less dense and as such the cellular tissue followed the 
same path as it became less compressed. The lymphatic circulation was then under less pressure 
and flowed more freely. As a result the cellular protoplasm also de-densified making the tissue 
less turgid. People experienced that the painful tight areas of the body became lighter, thinner 
and less engorged. In such a softer state the body accelerated its healing by removing the tissue 
garbage and bathing the cells with the immune system guards These concepts are among the 

most significant discoveries coming from my Bio-energy Fields Laboratory in the 28 years of its 
existence (Dr. Valerie Hunt)..      

I believe, if you learn scalar exercises you will activate your self healing of all illnesses, for 
yourself and others, faster than any other single exercise. Before you practice any specific 
meditation suggested to heal your disabilities you should first activate your scalar field.  



 


